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there’s a world of romance almost left in Florida. Here
and in the summer au
in your own back yard. Jackson you can transport
thentic horse-drawn
ville and the surrounding areas yourself to the roman
carriage rides are
are filled with romantic get-away tic era of Scarlett
available. There is
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also a sequestered na
ler by roaming the re
to enjoy.
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With a little bit of prepara stored, white planta
trek. This visionary
tion, you can create a romantic tion house and
locale with its histori
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cal backdrop can’t
when the escape is over, the warm, the bank of the Fort
help but create a pas
pleasant memories will linger into George River.
sion-filled occasion to
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remember.
times when the kids are scream long, narrow, dirt road
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canopied by gnarled
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Any beach conjures a myriad trees hung with Span
tic endeavor, the
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has to offer. Watching the sun moss-covered build
along the Buccaneer
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set, or rise, from one of these ings - the remains of
Trail (Al A) is one of
beautiful beaches can uplift your what were once slaves’ Beauty and history combine at Kingsley Plantation on Ft. George Island.
the mostscenic in the
spirit and spice-up your relation quarters - guarding the
South. The drive alship. Walking barefoot in the ex modest plantation house and mingled with sand and sea oats. the island along the Cumberland temates marsh, with its itiner
pansive sand is especially sensual. stable. Also dwelling on the The green-black ocean is speck sound. Walking through the antwaterways, with expanses of
Pack a picnic basketwitha chilled island is the Fort George Golf led with multi-masted fishing drawbridge and sallis port, you’d tall trees and green vegetation.
bottle of your favorite wine and Course, which is no longer in vessels of all sizes, and far into swear you smell the sulfur of gun Start out with a picnic lunch on
plastic wine glasses, and a sweet use, and the tract is a perfect the distance is the silhouette of powder if you didn’t know the Fort George Island before you
embark on the 45-minute ex
smelling blanket to sit on. Make place to promenade or picnic. city towers that you’ve left far fort had never seen battle.
The first weekend of each cursion, or end with a treasure
the outing exceptional by pack The island is distinctly serene behind. Serene freshwater lakes
ing a light supper ofchicken salad and inspirational with an old- complement the make-up of the month the fort conducts candle lunch in Fernandina Beach,
and croissants, or fried chicken fashioned enchantment about park and offer secluded picnic light tours led by a ranger dressed once a haven for pirates.
areas, pristine hiking as a soldier. Volunteers wearing
The possibilities for roman
and biscuits.
authentic
costumes
of
the
1860s
trails and stocked fish
tic retreats are everywhere in
Walking hand-in
ing. The peaceful sur operate the fort, which is all lit Jacksonville and the surround
hand along the beach
roundings and private with candles, and demonstrate ing areas. It just takes that spe
is romantic but there
campsites nestled in period activities such as march cial frame of mind, a little prepa
are plenty of other
primitive woods are ing maneuvers, cooking in a fire ration, and you’re off to a world
great nearby locations
perfect
for a romantic place and garrison activities. The fall of your own romantic geta
to amble with your
tours are the kind of quiet, re ways.
retreat.
loved one.
Florida Al A north
The Riverwalk is a
<z^on^anakia getaway
leads to the recreation
boardwalk perfect for
and camping areas of
strolling that runs just
Cummer Gallery of Arts and Garden
Little Talbot Island
over a mile along the
829 Riverside Avenue
State Park. The park
southern bank of the
356-6857
itself lies east of Al A
picturesque St. Johns
Hours: Tues. - Fri. 10-4; Sat. 12-5; Sun. 2-5
along the Atlantic
River from the School
Cost: $3 for adults, $1 for students and children over 5
Ocean. The landscape
Board building to the
consists of sand dunes
Acosta Bridge. There
Riverwalk
veiled with short var
are nooks to idle in,
Park free in lot adj acent to Friendship Founta in or School Board
iegated greenery,
benches to relax on,
building
stretches of pink
and a gondola docked
Muhlenbergia grass,
and waiting to carry
Fort George Island and Kingsley Plantation
and
an occasional pro
you away on a Vene
North on Florida A1A or via Heckscher Drive
truding palm tree. Ex
tian moonlit cruise.
251-3537
tensive salt marshes are
The aroma of popcorn
Hours: Park open 9-5, guided tours four times daily every day but
alive with migrating
often fills the air, and
Tues, and Weds, when tours are conducted twice a day in
birds of all types that
musicians and other
the afternoons.
can be seen especially
entertainers are said to
Cost: Free
Ken Trevarthan/Photo Editor
well from the observa
congregate here, usu
Park: At the entrance to the plantation site
tion deckatthe island’s
ally
Wednesday The scenic gardens of the Cummer Qallery of Art
south end. Swimming,
through Sunday eve are the perfect setting for a romantic stroll.
Kathryn Abbey Hanna Park
skin diving, surfing,
nings after 7 p.m. From
Florida A1A at Wonderwood Drive
fishing and picnicking in one of
the frolicking waters of the rain it.
249-4700
Camping can be very ro several shelters along the shore,
Hours: 8 a.m. to sunset, year-round
bow lit Friendship Fountain to
the constant activity of the lively mantic, and the Jacksonville are all a part of the area’s activi
Cost: Park entrance: 50 cents per person
St. Johns, the area is filled with area is filled with state parks ties.
Camping: $9.95 for tents
The campground lies to the
that offer acres of picnic
quixotic charm.
Park: 10 lots located throughout the park
Farther south along the St. grounds, nature trails and wild west of A1A and is lodged be
Johns River is the Cummer Gal life in an array of diverse set hind a locked gate in a dense
Fort Clinch State Park
lery of Art and Gardens where tings. Pack a cooler with meat forest. It offers intimate camp
Florida A1A at Atlantic Avenue
you can walk among two-and-a- to grill, fresh fruit or pasta salad sites with built-in grills, bath
277-7274
Hours: 8 a.m. to sunset, year-round
half acres of beautiful riverfront and a refreshing beverage. Load houses and a circle to build that
Cost: Park entrance: $3.25 per vehicle up to eight people
gardens which are the setting for your tent, bicycles or other gear romantic campfire. Both the
the recently renovated and ex and plenty of insect repellent; park and the campground have
Camping: $12.00
panded gallery. The formal gar and don’t forget the double miles of nature trails for out of
Park: Lots located throughout park
the way hiking.
dens of the original Cummer sleeping bag.
Situated farther north on
Traveling north along
mansion are home to a assort
Little Talbot Island State Park
ment of seasonal flowers, a vari Florida Al A from Jacksonville Al A almost to the northern
17 miles northeast on A1A
ety of tropical plants, and one of you will reach Kathryn Abbey border of Florida is Fort Clinch
251-2320
the oldest oak trees in Jackson Hanna Park. The palm-lined State Park. As you drive the
Hours: 8 a.m. to sunset, year-round
Cost: Park entrance: $3.25 per vehicle up to eight people
ville. The atrium, with its reflect double-wide paved road lead paved road toward the fort, the
ing pool, the meandering paths ing to the picnic areas, pavil- sunshine wanes because of the
Camping: March 1 - Sept. 30: $14.00
By Paula Rausch
Managing Editor
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Professors train for River Run

Some things are still free
from your bird’s eye view,
it is a learning experience
as well. For those of you
who drink beer, you will
finally know what exactly
goes into it’s production
and if you are a Budweiser
or Michelob fan, you will
find out what makes these
beers so special.
You will not only learn
something about the pro
duction of beer you will
also learn it’s history. For
instance, did you know
that in antiquity, beer pro
duction was taking place
in Sumeria and Egypt?

founding fathers inti
mately after reading the
It’s free.
complete company his
Yes, there are still a few
tory.
things in this world that
The bes t part about this
you can do for nothing and
tour is the Hospitality
on a college student’s bud
Room where after all your
get, they usually are the
watching, listening and
best things.
learning you can sample
So what is this miracle
some of the products. Yes,
activity?
this is for free too.
It’s a tour of the
The tour is self-guided,
Anheuser-Busch Brewery.
so you can spend as long as
Through the large glass
you want in any one area.
windows that line the
There is a gift shop by
tour’s corridors, the world
the Hospitality Room
of beer making is exposed.
which has something for
You can see the large stain
everyone. There are
less-steel vats
glasses,
which hold
mugs, golf
enough beer
stuff, post
to fill an
ers, boxers,
olympic-size
shorts,
swimming
pants,
pool and the
shirts, cool
enormous
ers, etc.
conveyor sys
Take an
tem which fills
afternoon
bottles, labels,
and visit
caps and pack
your local
ages all in one
brewery.
warehouse size
The tour is
room. It is lit
designed for
erally a manu
all, beer
facturing mar Visitors to the Anheuser-Busch Brewery can sample drinkers
vel.
the many products brewed by Anheuser-Busch in the and none
Remem hospitality room after taking the self-guided tour showing drinkers
ber the open the history of Anheuser-Busch and the process of alike.
ing of the brewing from start to finish.
T h e
“Laverne and
Anheuser
Shirley,” where they are
There are plaques dot Busch Brewery is located
in the brewery? It’s kind of ing the corridor wall filled at 111 Busch Dr. It is off
like that but definitely with historical informa Interstate 95 going north.
more modem.
tion about the founding of Tour hours are from 9 a.m.
But there’s more to this the company as well. You to 4 p.m. If you have any
tour than what you see will feel as if you know the questions call 751-8116.
By Julie Moore
Features Editor

Thousands of runners will endure
the cold, early morning air as they
prepare to run through downtown
Jacksonville. Outside of the Gator
Bowl, entrants dash down Bay and
Duval streets merging like cattle onto
the Main St. Bridge at the begining of
16th annual River Run.
The 15K event, held
March 13, will fea
ture many of the
world’s greatest run
ners and plenty of \
folks who just enjoy
running in the event.
“I run in the River Run just for the
hell of it,” said Steve Shapiro, associ
ate professor of Economics.
Shapiro, a professor at UNF since
1979, has run in every River Run
except the first. He says he jogs all the
time and describes his running style
as “persistant but slow.” Shapiro noted
differences between his first run and
the most rescent.
“In the early years you could wind
up running alone for a while, now
you’re constantly surrounded for most
of the race.”
Others agree that the River Run
has grown so large that crowding be
comes commonplace. Professor David
Courtwright, at UNF since 1988, said
the optimal size of the race should be
about 3,000. Over 7,500 ran in the
1992 event.
“The biggest problem is the botde-

By Rob Moore
Sports Editor

neck at the bottom of the Main Street
Bridge. Last year, my first mile took
over 10 minutes which is about three
and a half minutes longer than nor
mal.”
Courtwright runs in
/ about eight or nine
road races a year and
U
this
be his fourth
River Run. “This is the big
apple.”
“I’m very robot-like when I run. I
don’t think of any great profounding
thoughts except for the last mile cross
ing the Hart Bridge, when I’m saying
‘Why am I doing this? Why? Why?’
However, after the race there is a lot
of satisfaction,” Courtwright said.
Dr. Jack Hartje, a professor at UNF
since 1973, prefers to think as he runs
instead of blocking it out. “I primarily
use running as a stress management
tool. I think about the day’s events.”
Hartje, entering his 10th River
Run, runs three to four-mile runs dur
ing the week and five to eight-mile
runs during the weekend to stay in
shape. “I enjoy my weekend runs be
cause I experience the runner’s high
and I usually know a certain point in
the run when it will come.”
“In the River Run, I get energy
from the anger. I replay in my mind all
the recent things that have upset me
to get over that dam bridge [Hart].
After the race it’s hard to get mad
when you’re exausted.”

RESUME BOOKS

TheCareer Adventure
will help you to learn
more about careers in
business! During the
course of the day, students
can attend a number of
interactive question and
answer seminars pertain
ing to their interest. The
information you gain will
help you in the process of
obtaining a job after
graduation, or for an in
ternship while you are
still in school. The Ca
reer Adventure will show
you how to produce a
polished resume, and im
prove your oral and writ
ten presentation skills.
You will also receive in
formation on interview
ing and job search strate
gies. Sessions will be held
in the Andrew Robinson
Student Life Center.

Resumes will be distributed
to all participating employers.
Resumes are due by Friday, March
5, 1993. Please return them to
Career Development, Founders’
Hall (Building 2/ Room 2086)
along with a $5.00 check made
out to BusinessAssociation
Council. Resumes MUST be on
white paper and ONE PAGE
ONLY. Do not forget to list what
business major you would like
your resume listed under in the
book.
PRACTICE INTERVIEWS

These sessions will provide
you with the perfect opportunity
to test your interviewing skills.
The practice interviews will be
conducted by human resource
professionals from Jacksonville
area businesses. Sign-up in ad
vance in Career Development,
Founders Hall(Building 2/2086).
Each practice interview will last
one half-hour.

(Building 14/Room 1601-1606)

RESUME REVIEW

It’s your future....
learn as much as
you can now!
Wednesday,

March

17

*9

A.M.

to

5:15

P.M.

Resume critiques will be con
ducted in the club commons area
of the Andrew Robinson Stu
dent Life Building from 9:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m. Bring your partial or
complete resume and have it
evaluated by a human resources
professional.
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across
the
to clearly see dolphins
Intracoastal Waterway a
jumping through the air
wealth of surf and sand
from a short distance.
abounds for the old favor*
Stationary pay telescopes
ite beach activities: tan* Flaunting a green metal
pool and an ocean ter* and a second*story deck
By Paula Rausch
ning, shelling, strolling awning and brown wood
race. Room rates start at make the ocean viewing
picket
fence
and
Managing
Editor
pillars
supporting
lanterns,
and admiring. But the four
even better. People are very
the Comfort $33.
A block north of friendly and it’s easy to
beaches that comprise Ruby Beach features din* pink flamingo
Inn is Tres
much of Florida’s First ing with nightly specials sign that points out Slid* Amigos Mexican*Spanish Beach Boulevard, at First strike up a conversation.
Coast are a haven of di* and live entertainment ers Oyster Bar. The res* Grille Cantina, home of Street and First Avenue
Poles and reels are
verse fun and activity as and happy hour 4 p.m. to 8 taurant features a la carte sizzling fajitas and sinful North behind the Flag rented for $5, bait and
p.m. Monday through Fri* brunch on the weekends desserts. Strings of red, Pavilion, is Jacksonville tackle is available and fish*
well.
green and white bead*like Beach’s red and gray ce* ermen need no license.
On any day when the day.
starting at 11:30 a.m.
To the south along first
temperature is above 60
Next door, lights adorn the off*white ment SeaWalk, a seven* Cost to walk out on the
degrees and the sun
The Spoke Shop, structure with its green block oceanfront walkway pier is 75 cents and cost to
is even peeking
which is situated doors, and red and green lined with lampposts and fish is $3.50 for adults all
through,
the
near the begin* window frames. Loco hour a small amphitheater, a day. The pier is open 6 a.m.
beaches abound
ning of nearly is 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. daily, souvenir store, Bukkets to 7 p.m. daily, and will
with activity. And
four miles of and Wednesdays and Restaurant and the graf* remain open later in the
the number of
three*foot wide Thursdays feature live fiti*painted Thrills dance summer.
people involved,
The activity excursion
bicycle lanes music, $1.25 margaritas club. Currently some of
and the diversity of
which run along with dinner Wednesdays the stores are closed, but ends to the south in Ponte
activity, is directly
First Street, rents and 25 cent shrimp in the as the weather warms they Vedra Beach at Sawgrass
will begin to open their Stable. Woodland trails are
proportionate to
beach bikes for cantina Thursdays.
At 12th AvenueNorth doors as well. The James the scene of these one*hour
the rise in tempera*
$3.50 an hour or
ture and the
$12 a day, and is the Ramada Resort Drew Circus is being held horseback rides which fea*
amount of sun*
Rollerblades for Oceanside, where all through March 6 in the ture a view of the marsh*
shine.
$5anhouror$15 oceanfront rooms run $75 Flag pavilion parking lot. lands and native wildlife.
per night.
To introduce
In the same general Guided trail rides are
a day.
Further
along
at
Eighth
the bevy of alter*
area
is Cinotti’s Deli and $26.50, and the stable also
First Street is
native beach activ*
Avenue
North
is
the
pink
Sandwich
Shop and the offers riding lessons.
also one of
ity an excursion is
In addition to the night
Jacksonville’s and white stucco Hilsmore Beach Bakery, Surf and
in order.
prime spots for Oceanfront Motel, a Skate and Beachside Surf spots, bicycling, in*line
North of Jack*
skating, restaurants and
in*line skating,
sonville at Amelia
motels that we’ve toured
according to
Island,
the
on First Street, the rest
UNF student and
Seahorse Stables
of the beaches are filled
Rollerblading
are one of the few
with places to eat, drink,
enthusiast Jamie
places
where
browse and shop, as well
Green, and most
horseback riding is
as myriad ofother things
of the next two
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still allowed on the
to do.
miles along the
beach. Groups of Fishing off the lOOO^foot Jacksonville
Third Street, from
street is residen*
10 or less are Beach Pier on Sixth Avenue South is a
Atlantic Boulevard to J.
tial, with the the
guided at a walk* popular pasttime.
Turner Butler, is an end*
diversity in the
ing pace along the
less stretch of strip malls
housing making
broad, sandy beaches Street is Ellen’s Kitchen the stretch perfect for gaz*
containing antique
fringed with sand dunes North, which has been ing.
shops,unique boutiques,
and sea oats. The hour* serving since 1962, and
bars and restaurants, fast
At 16th AvenueNorth
and*15*minute tours start Pete’s Bar, a down-home* in Jacksonville Beach is
food joints, movie the*
around 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. looking place featuring the Holiday Inn Ocean*
aters, surfand beach sup*
daily and cost $30 per per* draft beer and cocktails, front, which features on*
ply shops and seafood
pool tables, loud rock ’n’ site lighted tennis courts
markets.
son.
Paula Rausch/Managing Editor
Our activity excursion roll music and an on*the* and Schooners Lounge,
And further inland,
continues to the south in sidewalk walk*up service which has an ocean deck UNF student Paul Murray enjoys a bicycle beach cruise
but still at the beaches,
Jacksonville along First window.
golf at the Jacksonville
tiki bar and happy hour 5 along Jacksonville Beach.
The semicircular Sea p.m. to 8 p.m. Oceanview
Street from Atlantic
Beach GolfClub, one of
Beach to Ponte Vedra Horse Motel is also at At* rooms rent for $55 per s ingle*story structure with shops and the wood- the area’s several public
Beach.
aqua*colored doors. Room fronted Comer Store sou courses off of Beach Boule*
lantic and First and all night.
The first stop is at At* rooms boast an ocean view.
Just beyond, among tall rates are $36 per night, but venir and gift shop, which vard on Penman Road.
lantic Boulevard and First The motel is newly remod* palm trees and colored it appears only rooms 12, carries a variety of shells,
Deep sea fishing is avail*
Street in Atlantic Beach eled and a kidney*shaped lighting, is the Comfort 14,15 and 16 actually face T*shirts and hand*tuned able on the King Neptune
which hosts several night* pool rests in its back yard Inn Oceanfront which is the ocean.
wind chimes. If the huge, or Miss May port, which
between the building and home to beach volleyball.
A block further The white vase coral displayed leave out of Mayport on
time hot spots.
With its modest brick Neptune Beach. Room The first tournament is First Street Grille, with its in the window is any indi* Al A daily at 8 a.m. The
exterior, retiring benches rates are $59 per night.
slated for early April, but elevated dining area over* cation, the store’s con* day*long tours cost $35 per
and old*fashioned street
The Sea Turtle Inn the courts are set up and looking the ocean and tents should should have adult and all bait and tackle
lamps amid palm trees across the street has an available for guest use, and beachfront torch*lit deck, plenty to offer even the is furnished.
planted beneath circular abundance of activities often play can be seen from features Karaoke sing* longest*lived Floridian.
Additionally, Club
copper grates, the irre* under its roof. Night*
The Crab Pot is Nautico at the J acksonville
pressible atmosphere the time fun can be had in
located at the oppo* Beach Marina rents
Ragtime Tavern emits is the oceanview lounge,
site comer of pavil* Yamaha Waverunner jet
surprising. There’s often a and when the weather
ion square overlook* skis for $49 hourly or $29
wait to get into the restau* is warm enough the
ing the beach and per half hour. They also
rant, but the tavern fea* inn features an out*
offers an ocean deck rent several different*sized
and two*story dining. powerboats for full or half
tures live music Thursday door cabana bar.
through Sunday nights, Oceanfront rooms
At Sixth Avenue days.
mostly jazz or rhythm and rent for $85 per night
South the Jackson*
The Beach Bowl on
blues; “fun*oriented mu* and rooms with an
ville Beach Pier Beach Boulevard at Ninth
sic,” according to em* oceanview, which is
stretches 1,000 feet Street offers bowling, and
from the side of the
ployee Sean Rampacek.
into the Atlantic prices range from $1.25 to
Across Atlantic Bou* inn, go for $65 for up
Ocean and is a $2.25 per game depending
levard rests the dynamic to four people.
unique and leisurely on the time of day.
duo: the Sun Dog Diner
For daytime fun
experience by itself
There are also several
and Ruby Beach Cafe. The Beach Shack at
with restaurant, bil* other rental shops at the
Marked with a neon blue The Sea Turtle rents
liard area, gift shop beaches for bicycles,
“Diner” sign which towers a variety of sports
and fishing rentals. Rollerblades, surf boards
above the front of the equipment by the
The pier wobbles as and boogie boards includ*
building, the Sun Dog, hour including cata*
the waves crash into ing Aqua East Surf Shop
with its large rounded*end marans for $ 15, ocean
against its legs which on Atlantic Boulevard, and
windows tucked in be* kayaks for $7, beach
makes it feel more American Bicycle and
tween dark blue ceramic bikes for $3, surf
like a boat than a sta* Champion Schwinn on
tile and silver paneling, boards for $5 and
tionary object. The Third Street in Jackson*
nostalgically resembles the boogie boards for $3.
Pier Pointe Restau* ville Beach.
Paula Rausch/Managing Editor
diners of the ’50s. The Sun The Beach Shack
rant offers both in*
So venture to the dunes
Dog features dining, drink* opens March 5.
Surfers ride prime Atlantic waves along Jacksonville’s coast.
side and outside din* for the typical beach things,
ing and music.
A few blocks fur*
ing starting with but take advantage of the
Next door toward the ther south along First
breakfast at 7 a.m.
other beach activities as
Atlantic Ocean, the two* between Lemon and Or the beach. Oceanfront along music Friday nights.
The ocean just beyond well.
story circular Ruby Beach ange streets in Neptune rooms rent for $75 per
The bluish-purple the pier is a favorite gath*
All rooms rates are based
Cafe extends around the Beach, nestled between Ed night, poolside rooms for stucco Atlantis motel is ering spot for surfers wait* on double occupancy unless
comer and looks like a Smith Lumber and The $65.
just across the parking lot ing to catch prime waves, otherwise noted.
large, green gazebo. Spoke Shop, is a white
Across the street from and features a beachside and it is not uncommon
SB4 Spinnaker © March 3,1993

Dinner theater a high class act

Case Theatre presents Robert Anderson’s play “Tea and
Sympathy” March 5,6,12 and 13 at 8 p.m. and March 7 at 2:30
p.m. at the Mandarin Community Club, 12447 Mandarin Road.
Admission is $7, $5 for students and military and $3.50 for
children 10 and under. 768-2318.

By Bill Cashman
Production Manager

The Alhambra Dinner Theater is located
on Beach Blvd, about one-half mile east of
FCCJ South Campus. It boasts off-Broadway
actors, big name plays and excellent produc
tion crews. Located in a Spanish-style build
ing, almost reminiscent of a fort, it is easily
over-looked on the average trip out to the
beach, but a visit can be very rewarding.
Tickets for the plays cost right at $50 per
couple, which may seem steep, but if you
were to pay for entertainment and a highquality meal, you would most probably spend
at least as much. The meal is served buffet
style, but this place is no Ryan’s. The main
courses on my last visit were prime rib and
turkey with dressing. And, true to the theat
rical style of the establishment, the meal is
even served with a bit of show, with a grand
entrance of the chefs and a movable stage for
the buffet.
The dress for the Alhambra is a little
classier than your typical trip to Bennigan’s
and a tie is required and a coat recommended,
but the pleasure of the meal and show are
well worth the minor discomfort. All around,
for a high-class evening, the Alhambra is a
sure-winner.
The Alhambra is currently presenting
“My Fair Lady.” Performance are Tuesday
through Sunday with Saturday and Sunday
matinees through April 25. Reservations are
required. 641-1212.

'
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Flagler College presents “South Pacific" March 5,6,11-13 at
8 p.m. and March 14 at 2 p.m. Tickets are $5 and $10. (904) 829
6481 ext. 217

Limelight Dinner Theatre in St. Augustine presents the
comedy “The Housekeeper” by James Prideaux through May 1.
Performances are held Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays. Ticket
prices vary. (904) 829-2277.

Players-By-The-Sea presents the emotionally charged clas
sic drama by Robert Anderson, “I Never Sang for My Father,”
March 5 ,6,12 and13 at 8 p.m. An AIDS benefit performance
will be held March 4 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $8 for adults, $7 for
students and military. The playhouse is located at 221 2nd St. N.
in Jacksonville Beach. 249-2022.
River City Playhouse presents “The Diary of Anne Frank”
March 8,9,15 and 22 at 10:30 a.m. The play was adapted from
Frank’s diary. Also playing is ‘Twelve,” a musical drama about 12
minorities who reveal every example of hatred and bigotry
known, March 10 and 11 at 10:30 a.m. The playhouse is located
at 1026 Edgewood Ave. S. 388-8830.

The Underground Railway Theatre joins the Jacksonville
Symphony Orchestra for a production of Stravinsky’s ballet
“The Firebird” on Sunday, March 14 at 2 p.m. in the Florida
Theatre. Tickets are $6 to $11. 396-4425.
•

Ken Trevarthan/Photo Editor

UNF student Nat Campbell is ready for an evening
at the theatre in this formal dress designed by
Jessica McClintock, from Merry-Qo^Round at the
Avenues.
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Amelia Island, Fernandina Beach, 251-2320
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Anastasia, St. Augustine Beach, 461-2033

Blue Spring, Orange City, 775-3663
Big Talbot Island. Ft, George, 251-2320

Paver-Dykes, 15 mi. S of St. Augustine, 794-0997
Flagler Beach, Flagler Beach, 439-2474

Fort Clinch, Femandina| 261-42

__________________________________

Gold Head Branch, Keystone Hts., 473-4701

Little Talbot Island, NE of Jax., 251-2320

".
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Tomoka, Ormond Beach, 676-4050________
'

Washington Oaks, S. of St. Augustine, 445-3161

_________________________
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Brevity out o¿Jacfa
Over the river and to the woods
By Jennifer Fields

Contributing Writer

If you are looking for some
thing fun to do this Spring Break,
but are tired of expensive theme
parks and crowded beach resorts,
check out the natural beauty of
the Ocala National Forest. Camp
ing, fishing, hiking and swimming
are just a few of the activities
available in this unspoiled wil
derness just south ofJacksonville.
Covering over 300,000 acres,
Ocala is the largest sand pine for
est in the world. The Visitor’s
Information Center is housed in
an antique sugar mill that still
produces cane syrup. Rangers at
the center offer brochures and a
map to the park’s three major
recreation areas, each designed
around a natural spring where
waters are a comfortable 72 de
grees year-round.
The most southerly recreation
area of the forest, Alexander
Springs produces 80 millior^galIons of water each day.^Scuba
diving or snorkeling a^the best
ways to discover the abundant
fish and vegetation that thrive
there. Cange rental and hiking
trails ar^also available at
Alexander Springs.

Fem Hammock and Juniper
Springs converge at the Juniper
Springs recreation area yielding
20 million gallons of water each
day. In order to protect the fragile
ecosystem-scuba, snorkeling and
fishing are prohibited. Swimming
is permitted in designated areas
only. However, the seven-mile
canoe trip down Juniper Creek
offers the best opportunity to view
some of Florida’s natural wildlife,
including alligators, monkeys and
numerous birds.
<
Canoe rental for the trip«^
$21 for five people with a *$20
deposit. Or, ifyou have^ur own
canoe you will only ^charged a
small pick-up fee^ees must be
paid in cash and*include hauling
the canoe ¿«ck at the end of the
run. Q^ioe rental at Juniper
Spriq^ begins at 8 a.m. and ends
at<feon
at^ribon each day.
e? Since the park and its waters
are protected, no disposable trash
is permitted on the canoe trip.
Lunches must be packed in reus
able containers and drinks should
be stored in a thermos.
Finally, the semi-tropical eco
system is the main attraction at
Salt Springs. Canoeing, swim
ming and hiking are also popular

at this last recreation area.
Ocala National Forest is about
an hour’s drive from J acksonville.
To get there, take U.S. 17 south
to Palatka and pick up W?S. 19
through Ocala. Roi^t«^40 west
bisects the park an^vill take you
to the Visitor’s ^nter, which is
open daily. 4*
If you «¿fe going to the Ocala
Natiogef Forest for the day, be
sur^to pack a picnic lunch since
^Jhcession stands are limited.
*Restrooms with small shower stalls
are available at each of the recre
ation areas to rinse off before
driving home.
Better yet, grab your tent and
rent a campsite at any of the three
recreation areas. Campsites cao^
not be reserved. They are on a
first come, first served basirand
are limited to five people ] site
Camping fees are $9 at Ak
Springs, $ 12.72 atJuniper »rings
and $10.07 at Salt
more information,
Visitor’s Center at (9&
7470.
This Spring Break, tak| a break
from the hustle and bustl ; of the
crowds and enjoy a few qu ietdays
admiring the beauty and s jlendor
of the Ocala National Fo

Spring for a glimpse of the m

atees

the water. They look so much arriving from Ji sonville, ready
larger in their natural habitat than topickupaloac oranges to ship
If the weather turns cold dur they do on the license plates. north.
ing Spring Break, check out the What could be more relaxing than
Wise day-tr ipers should tote
sights at Blue Spring State Park, a watching those laid-back giants along a picnic inch, which can
haven for manatees seeking ref as they slowly rise for air, gently be eaten in the picnic area along
uge from the colder waters of the stirring the water as they break the water. Or a® lanket can be
St. Johns River.
spread on the opei sloping, grassy
the surface and wow the crowd?
The park, located in Orange
For those wishing to learn front yard of the
City, is also a haven for visitors more about the manatee, park Go ahead— roll down the hili.
looking for a leisurely way to spend rangers offer a daily program and But do it before you eat!
t«««888
¿WwtKW9£3P£ « slide presgiMMfoo £>« dw mam- « a 8 For
hardy
Interstate 4 behind as you follow mats until April.
resist the lure of the clear spring
the Blue Spring State Park signs
Next, visitors can take a walk water and the call of the mer
along the road, past oaks and scrub around the park, where hundreds maids, there is a swimming area in
brush into the heart of Florida.
of years ago Timucuan Indians the spring. Also, anglers with a,
John Bartram, botanist and lived off the river and surround fresh-water license can try tjxfr
explorer, came here by way of the ing swamps and land. They ate luck fishing in the rivejz En
St. Johns back in 1766. His writ snails gathered from river sand trance to the park is $3*25 a car
ten account of the area describes bars, tossing the empty shells into load, up to eight peppte. The park
alligators sunning themselves a spot that eventually turned into opens at 8 a.nj^nd it's good to
along the banks and large schools a large shell mound.
arrive early. The park fills up fast
of fish in the clear waters of the
In 1872, the Thursby family when the manatees are in the
spring. Today's visitor can see built a house atop the mound to
them, too!
keep their home safe from the / 1| To get there, take Interstate
The park's boardwalk, allow floodwaters of the St. Johns. Th6 95:
95«outh to Interstate 4. Head
ing access for the disabled, fol old homestead still retrains. west a short jag, to the Orange
lows the spring run. An observa Check the park schedulefor tours. City exit and follow the signs. It's
tion platform allows visitors to
The Thursby's aperated a about one and a half hours from
watch the manatees that gather steamboat landingXere, and the Jacksonville. Call(904) 775-3663
during the winter months to en pilings from the did dock can still for more information.
joy the 72 degree temperature of be seen. Picture the steamboat
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Green, it’s everywhere.
Green clothes, green signs,
green beer and green people...
Well maybe
green people intended.)
but Savannah,
i., sure does
Vendors from 1c
aM Patrick’s and promoters erf
know how to
Jjke Mardi booths that litter
Day celebraran
Gras, Irish-styR
\
walk. It is definite
During the weeke;
March 12 through 14,1
is putting on the bi
Patrick’s Day party this
Mississippi River.
Talk
If you are considering
have a pi
make your reservations as i
possible because things/
quick.
It is truly wall to
Coke and liquor!
green, but no lepp
high side.
been sighted as of >
The bars are
Savannah isSs traight two- One place will I
hour drive up Inter fate 95. just
look for the signs ti it lead you to
the historic district
The place to gjo down to the to
at Facriverfront. It all ha
tors Walk. Quaint iCips, restau-&> an
rants and bars'TTh
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By Cathy Haines
News Editor

Middleburg

Drive on the beach; sail oi
By Cathy Haines
News Editor
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People who want to drive on
the beach, windows dowrt, shades
on and cranking out the tunes,
don’t have to go to Daytbna.
For an escape that’s ¿loser to
home, where wildlife means gulls,
pelicans and egrets, try Anastasia
State Recreation Area, jmt south
,
; a C
of St. Augustine.
“There are only two «beaches
v ;
Florida yOU can drive^in, and
we’re one of them. We have three
and a halfmiles ofpristin^jeach,”
Said Bob Wamser, assistant park
8 8 8« « «^8 »18
fc'Ah&feSig 8 1»
V
Traveling to the park, relax%
ation sets in right after crossing
I
the blue-green water of the
Intracoastal Waterway on the
Bridge of Lions. The atmosphere

becomes noticeably beach. /
most there.
The park, off AjA adS-R.
has the daily tide schedule ^ost
at the entrance gate where
load of up to eight peopfopays just
$3.25 to enter. No drivirw isallowed on the beach at hignvide.
But parking spaces are available
for those beachcombers in search
of a place to stroll. Or power-’
walkers wanting to bum off calo
ries.
For those seeking a new expe
rience, sailboard lessons and rent
als are available at Anastasia’s
Salt Run Lagoon.
A picnic area is also available.
The park is open daily from 8
a.m. to sunset. For more informa
tioncall (904) 461-2033. No pets
allowed.

learn something. If yc
take the time to soal
culture, walk around t
that dot the historic an
the best or Indian and
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nial Park Cemetery is
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LIQUID ASSETS:

CRUISING THE WILD WATERS
OF JACKSONVILLE

said, but in a kayak there’s two areas of
primary stability which makes virtually
impossible to flip it and move maneuver*
Water, it’s everywhere in Jackson*
ville.
able.
There’s also two kinds of kayaking.
The only opportunity most of us have
There’s ocean or white water kayaking
to enjoy it is while we’re driving over it or
and touring.
by it Well that’s about to change.
Think about an ocean dinner cruise
Ocean kayaking is the same as white
water river kayaking with one big differ*
with the muffled clatter of slot machines
ence, when your done playing in the
from the upper deck or maybe even
ocean you bring everything up to the
kayaking or canoeing down a secluded
beach Longnecker said. But, when you
stream. It’s all possible and it’s all in the
white water kayak on the river, you have
area.
to lug everything onto the bank and head
Docked at Amelia Island, the Emer*
back up to where you started. Sometimes
aid Princess awaits the wary sea traveler.
On board, you’ll find dancing, dining
a 20 mile river run can turn into a 40 mile
land run.
and gambling.
Operating Tuesday through Sunday
The principles of ocean kayaking are
similar to another popular water sport.
the Princess goes out for five and six hour
tours depending one whether it is a day
“In white water you can play on the
cruise or an evening cruise. Day cruise set
waves just like a surfer does,” Longnecker
said. “What you do [in the kayak] is
sail at 11 a.m. and return at 4 p.m. and
literally “surf a kayak” and is based on
evening cruises go out at 7 p.m. and dock
at 1 a.m. Reservations are a must.
what the surfers do.”
Longnecker teaches ocean kayaking.
“This is the time of year we really get
For $25 for the first hour he will teach
busy,” Connie Allen, the Emerald
you the basics. You
Princess’s reservation
don’t have to run out
said, “it’s best to make
your reservations two
and buy anything be*
cause he provides the
weeks ahead of time.”
necessary equipment
But, she said there are
but there are a few
usually openings a couple
things that would be
days ahead or the same
nice.
day as the cruise.
“You have to have
When making the res*
a
willingness
to get
ervation, there are three
wet,” he said, “and a
searings for the buffet
wet suit since the wa*
style dinner to choose
ter temperature is 55
from. One is immediately
to 60 degrees.”
after embarking, the next
If the idea of get*
is 30 minutes into the
ting tossed around in
cruise, and the third is
the ocean’s surf, tour*
one and a half hours into
ing kayaking may be
the cruise.
more up your alley.
“People who like to
For $50, Chris at
gamble like the first seat*
Ken Trevarthan/Photo Editor
Board City will teach
ing because by time they
you in a four hour, one
get done, the ship is past The Annabelle Lee, an authentic sternwheeler paddleboat homeported
day lesson, all the ba*
the three mile mark,” here in Jacksonville, is available for dinner cruises and parties on the St.
Johns River.
sics, paddling strokes
Connie said.
and most importantly
The gambling can’t
begin until the ship reaches the three The menu includes sandwiches, salads safety maneuvers.
“It’s a lot easier than canoeing,” said
mile mark. There’s Blackjack, Craps, a and vegetables. For a party of about 20,
Board City co*owner Helen Butler.
different version of poker called the Car* the rate would be $16.50 a person.
When she tried it, she was really sur*
If it’s a dinner setting your after the
ibbean Poker and slot machines. There’s
plenty of opportunities to rack up the rates go up a little along with the size of prised at how easy it was to learn and how
winnings or the loses depending on how the party needed, it’s about $25.00 a difficult it was to flip the kayak.
In a kayak you are packed in securely.
your luck is running or some would say person for a party of 35 to 50 for a three
Feet are placed under the body and a
your skill.
hour cruise.
For more information or reservations waterproof skirt fastens around the waist
But, how much you spend outside of
and attaches to the kayak. This prevents
the admission fee which includes dinner on the Viking Sun call 398*0797.
For more information or reservations water from getting in.
is entirely up to you. Admission fees
A double ended paddled is used, which
range from $22.75 for the day cruise, on the Annabel Lee call 396*2333.
$32.50 for the weekday evening cruises
So a cruise isn’t tickling your fancy, Chris says can really get you moving.
Once again, everything is provide all
and $42.50 for the weekend evening well how about something a little more
cruise.
physical like kayaking.
you need is adventurous heart.
For reservations or information call,
Some of you may by wondering what
For more information about touring
1*800*842*0115 or 904-277*8980.
kayaking is and what’s the difference kayaking call Board City and Black Creek
If Amelia Island is a little too far between that and canoeing?
Trading Post at 272*6996.
there’s always the Viking Sun or the
Well, a kayak, according to Webster’s
For more information about ocean/
Annabel Lee for a little cruising enjoy* dictionary, is an Eskimo canoe made of a white water kayaking, call Bill
ment. They are docked behind the court skin*covered frame with a small opening Longnecker at 246*0417.
house downtown near The Landing.
and propelled by a doubled*bladed paddle.
If kayaking doesn’t sound appealing
The Viking Sun has dinner and lunch
They look the same but they are not and you are more of a traditionalist, ca*
sightseeing cruises.
made out of skin any more. Modem man noeing just may be the answer.
The two hour lunch cruise starting at has taken over.
At your very own Fitness Center,
noon which admits both those seeking
“They are basically maintenance free there are canoes for rent. There is no cost
food and entertainment and those want* and indestructible,” said Bill Longnecker for the three day rental, all you need is
ing to be educated about Jacksonville.
a white water and ocean kayaking in* current student I.D. and a driver’s li*
The cruise is $10.50 for the sightseers structor.
cense. Everything is provided, paddles
and $16 for the eating passengers.
The big difference between kayaking and life preservers, but the transporta*
During the week in the evenings, and canoeing is a kayak can go anywhere tion is left up to you.
there are romantic dinner cruises that go as long as there two inches of water, said
For more information call The Fit*
out from 6:30 p.m. to 9p.m. They are also Chris Armstrong, the kayaking instruc* ness Center at 646*2853
buffet style and the cost is $29.
tor at Board City and Black Creek Trad*
Things just got brighter in the River
The dancers out there should wait ing Post and a canoe can’t do that.
City. Since for once you might have a
until the weekend. The party cruise starts
In canoe there’s only on area of pri* little extra time, try something new and
at 9:30 p.m. and it brings you back at mary stability and your sitting on it he adventurous. Be a trend*setter.
By Julie Moore

Features Editor
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midnight. It’s strictly a dancing cruise,
playing music from the *50s all the way
through the ’90s, so put on those dancin’
shoes and boogy the night away because
it’s only $9.50.
If you want to get a large group to*
gether, 20 or more, you can charter the
Viking Sun. The rates vary.
You can also charter the Annabel
Lee, an authentic sternwheeler paddle
boat.
For the ladies, with a guarantee of 30
passengers, the Annabel Lee will take
you out for a three hour male*stripper
cruise.
“We usually hire four to six strippers
for the night,” said Susan Jenkins, the
reservationist for the Lee.
If it is a full cruise they will provide six
strippers but for a smaller party they
provide four she said.
There’s also a comedian to keep things
rolling along.
It’s all only $12.00 a person.
The paddleboat can also be charter
for any occasion, even for a luncheon.

Bed-and-breakfast inns of the area
Orange Park
The Club Continental, built in 1923 as the Palmolive Soap Company family estate, is a Mediterra
nean-style inn overlooking the broad St. Johns River featuring romantic continental dining with "old
world charm." The Club hosts seven riverview suites with expansive grounds, giant live oaks, lush
gardens, seven tennis courts, three pools and a pre-Civil War Riverhouse Pub with live entertainment.
It is an officially designated state manatee preserve, and the manatees like to winter in the yacht basin
at the inn according to employee Nancy Boleen. Rates: $55-$75.264-6070.

Spring Break
iCalendar

Jacksonville
The House on Cherry Street is an award-winning, restored colonial home on the beautiful St. Johns
River in historic Riverside located ten minutes from downtown. Enjoy period antique canopy beds,
decoys, baskets, coverlets and other collectibles. Amenities include complementary wine and hors
d’oeuvres, air conditioning and flowers in the room. Rates: $70 which includes a full breakfast. 384
1999.

Judge Gray's House, built and owned by a Federal Court Judge in 1911 in historic Riverside, is a late
Queen Anne-style home furnished with antiques and lots of art. Each queen-size bedroom has its own
private bath, TV and telephone. The exterior features three verandas, with swing, hammock and patio
furniture for guest use. Rates: $55.388-4248.
The St. Johns House, in the heart of old Riverside one block off the St. Johns River and four blocks
from the Memorial Park Statue, is a prairie-style house built in 1914 for the family of the Cohen
Brothers Department Store. Designed for a leisurely and serene lifestyle, its large rooms, many porches
and comfortable furnishings reflect the early part of the century. Breakfast is served in the formal dining
room or on the sun porch, or a light breakfast can be brought to the room. Rates: $60.384-3724.

The Plantation-Manor Inn, built in 1905, is a gracious plantation home which rises more than three
stories and sits high on a comer lot two blocks from the St. Johns River in Riverside. Its turn of the
century charm features a first-floor veranda that wraps halfway around the home and is supported by
a row of Greek Revival Doric columns. The inn features private baths, and cable television can be
found in most accommodations. Rates: $85. 384-4630.

St. Augustine
Casa De La Paz is an elegant refurbished three-story Mediterranean Revival stucco home built in
1915. The-inn overlooks the bayfront of the Intracoastal Waterway where the yachts come in from in
the open ocean, and is near the famous Bridge of Lions. Each guest room is distinctive in style and
antique furnishings as well as modem conveniences such as central air, television, chocolates and
complimentary wine. A Mediterranean breakfast is served daily. A walled Spanish courtyard garden
complements the inn. Rates: Sunday through Thursday: $ 70-$85 and Friday and Saturday: $85-$ 105.
Rates include complimentary breakfast. (904) 829-2915.

March 5 SI ■
Woodworking Show at the Civic Audi
torium
Fri. noon to 7 p.m., Sat. 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. and Sun. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Admission is $6 for adults
Call (310) 477-8521 for more informa
tion

JSO presents Mozart &. More Series
8 p.m. in the Florida Theater
Admission $14 to $24
Call 354-5479

|i

March 10

22rid Annual Fashion Show and Lun
cheon
Noon at Jacksonville University
Admission is $20 per person
Call 744-3950, ext. 4267 for reserva
tions

Amelia Island
The 1735 House is a New England-style country inn offering full suites located right on the beach
on Amelia Island - Florida’s northernmost barrier island. A unique seaside adventure featuring a
continental breakfast served in the suite complete with home-baked pastries and a daily paper, private
baths, beach towels and private patio. Some kitchenettes mare available. Rates: $85. (904) 261-5878.
All rates are based on double occupancy. Inns begin to fill up faster at this time of the year, so make
reservations as soon as possible.

March 12

|

Melissa Manchester in Concert
8 p.m. in the Florida Theater
Tickets are $23 or $26
Call 355-2787

March 13
River Run 15,000
8:30 a.m. start at the Gator Bowl
An entry fee is required
Call Doug Aired at 731- 3676

“Picture Perfect Everything” celebra
tion of art
7 p.m. at the Jacksonville Art Museum
Admission is $125 per person
Call 398-8336
Free Bird Concert/Lynard Skynard Band
10 a.m. to 10 p.m. at NAS Jacksonville
Tickets are $25 each
Call Jack Barrett at 772-3111

Ken Trevarthan/Photo Editor

Rack ’em up
UNF students Rod Williams and Nat Campbell shoot some pool at Club Carousel while showing off
spring fashions from Merry-Qo-Round at the Avenues. Williams relaxes in a hooded top and jeans by
IOU, and Campbell has on a bodysuit by Body Exteriors, and white shorts by IOU.
March 3, 1993 © Spinnaker SB9

Pitchers pours out live local music
There are no neon signs shouting out the existence of Pitchers, but the word is
out that this is a place for live music local at the beach.
“The crowd is building,” said owner Bob Tilka.
Tucked away on the southside of the Pablo Plaza shopping center on Third Street,
a pitcher of beer painted on the window pours out the golden cursive letters of
Pitchers.
Friday and Saturday nights, a local band pounds out rock ‘n’ roll. Rock ‘n’ roll as
it is meant to be -loud and in your face. Because the place is not much bigger than
a convenience store, the band is jammed into the crowd of locals. The young crowd
enjoys the proximity to their local music heroes and vice versa.
“It’s the best place to play on the beach,” said Ron Ward, singer of Grundig. “You
feel like you’re closer to the people because its so packed.”
The club has shown a commitment to local music. It pans to have a Pitchers’ T
shirt with the names of local bands such as Spider Monkey and Renegade Livestock
that have played there. The club also guarantees that the cover
charge-usually $2 or $3- goes to the bands.
“If we can cater to their [local band’s] needs, we’U be better off in the long run,”
Tilka said.
Besides live music on Friday and Saturday nights, drink specials are offered daily.
And as part of the Seafood Kitchen next door, food is available until closing at 2a.m.
Pitchers is planning to more than double its size by acquiring the vacant space
next door. With the expansion, Tilka expects to add another night of live music. A
stage will be built and the place renovated.
But the place, regardless of its current size, is becoming the preferred location to
hang out for locals as well as musicians.
MAs far as the beach scene, all the musicians hang out here,” Ward said.

Ken Trevarthan/Photo Editor

UNFstudents Rod Williams andNat Campbell model casual club
wear at Club Carousel, from the Merry-Qo-Roundat the Avenues.
Williams is wearing a silk long-sleeve shirt by 1OU, IOU jean
slacks, and a vest by Florenzi; Campbell has a multi-colored longsleeve shirt by YouNique, and pants by IOU.

Hockey anyone?
By Julie Moore
Features Editor

ville Bullets Hockey team hasn’t dis
banded; they are alive and skating.
Hockey in Florida, what a concept.
Imagine this...
You’re in the Coliseum. You’re
perched precariously on the edge of your
seat transfixed by the action on the ice.
You have a beer in one hand, or soda if
your prefer, and a hot dog in the other.
The placers on the ice are zipping franti
cally back and forth, working the puck
into position for a goal. Like a flash, the
puck slams into the goal. He shoots, he
scores. The crowd’s on it’s feet, the air is
electric.
It’s great. There is nothing like seeing
a hockey game. The best part is you don’t
have to understand it to enjoy it. The
intensity of the game draws you in. The

excitement of the crowd engulfs you. I
guess you could say it’s like football on ice
mixed with a touch of street fighting.
“It’s fast, hard hitting and exciting,”
said John Dubano from the Bullets office.
Tt’s Jacksonville’s very own.”
If you have never attended a hockey
game, now’s your chance.
Ticket prices for reserved seating for
adults is $9 and $6 for students, military,
seniors and children. For general admis
sion, tickets for adults are $7 and for
students, military, seniors and children
it’s $4All the games start at 7:30 at the
Jacksonville Coliseum.
Bullets Schedule
Home
March 5-Daytona
Â
March 7-St. Petersburg
March 19-St. Petersburg

Pine Barren Apts
642-8967

•Furnished studios
‘Attic storage
All one bedroom units have utility room
with washer/dryer hookups

3 Miles from UNF
Special $99 Deposit
Mon. - Fri. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
by appointment only

Murray Hill Theatre
932 South Edgewood Ave.
388-3179

Rocky Horror Picture Show
every Fri. and Sat. night at 12:30
a.m.with live cast and full audience participation. $4 admis
sion

Greyhounds, gambling and good times
Greyhounds come charging around the turn at the Orange Park Kennel Club,
located at U.S. 17 and Wells Road in Orange Park. Nightly races are featured,
as well as a Sunday matinee racing card, with betting at either one of the area
simulcast locations, the Jacksonville Kennel Club or the St. Johns Qreyhound
Park, or at the live racing location, the Orange Park Kennel Club.

Pink Floyd’s “The Wall”
every Fri. and Sat. night at
11:00 p.m. $3 admission

2 for 1 admission with valid UNF ID
Free popcorn with any drink purchase
Smart bar on every Fri. and Sat.
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Blonde Zombie's rock never dies
Cliff Mika
Contributing Editor

The zombie of rock ‘n* roll
past is still screaming out the
music that has created the im
mortal heroes of
rock music.
It is in this tra
dition that Jack
sonville rock ‘n’
roll band Blonde
Zombie is asking:
Are You Experi
enced?
Playing to the
Westside and Or
ange Park, the
answer came from
the CJ.’s of Or
ange Park crowd
with a resound
ing, hell yes. A
crowd
that
matched the en
thusiasm of the
band for its list of
covers that range
from the southern
rock of ZZ Top,
Allman Brothers,
and Mountain to
the hard-driving
metal of Black
Sabbath, JimiHendrixandCream.
The crowd/band love fest was
evident by the squids - readNavy
personnel - screaming a request
for Black Sabbath's War Pigs and
the band delivering.
The Westside got their fill of
southern rock that made them
pause from shooting pool to
watch guitarist Steve Clark
smoke on his Gibson Les Paul.

Rumor has it that the buried
members of Lynard Skynard a
short distance away in the Or
ange Park cemetary were rock
ing in their graves.

Clark is definitely a sight to
see in his cowboy hat, jeans and
T-shirt proclaiming his love for
the South. His licks are hot
whether he’s playing Alvin Lee
of Ten Years After or cranking
out a Pat Travers tune.
Mark Putney on bass deliv
ers a dilemma to the audience
members of which musician to
watch. The man with hands like

a basketball player knows the
bass neck and what to do with it.
His approach is to lay down a
solid bass line while belting out
the majority of the music’s lyr
ics. The bassist pre
sents somewhat of
a dilemma to the
audience member:
Who do you
watch, Clark on
lead gutiar or
Putney on bass?
On drums, Jim
Jones gets some
what lost in the
background on the
small stage. His
playing, however
is not lost in the
music. Ginger
Baker of Cream
and John Bonham
of Led Zeppelin
come to mind at
first. Behind his
candy- striped
drums Jones style
is akin to the hard
hitting
drum
school that says
‘carry a big stick.’
With Jones’ physi
cal stature, the lessons appear
easy.
This trio is tight and they
play well together. Their origi
nals are a testamet to their abil
ities as musicians.
While this group has no im
mediate dates for playing again
in the Jacksonville area, be sure
to check them out when pos
sible.

RIDE THE MOVES !
No stretch of beach can
match the excitement of
Back ToThe Future®... The
Ride?1 No wave can equal
the howling, growling fury
of Kongfrontation* No
concert can rock and roll
you like the world’s largest
Hard Rock Cafe.“ And no
kiddie park can thrill you like
the more than 40 rides,
shows and attractions at the
#1 Movie Studio And
Theme Park In The World!

ON LOCATION
TV's hottest dating show is shooting
live at Universal Studios Florida®! You'll be
able to watch hilarious auditions as Spring Breakers vie to be selected as “studs” and
“studettes” Monday thru Friday the weeks of March 8 and March 15, and for two
days only (March 24 & 25) you can be an audience participant for
live tapings of STUDS with host Mark DeCarlo at Universal
Studios®! Seating is limited. Use this coupon or your valid
college LD. and $22.00 (plus tax) to turn your Spring
Break into an adventure that’s right out of the movies!
For more information, call toll-free 1-800-BE A STAR!

STUDS is a registered trademark. ©FA Productions. Inc.

! 22^ SPRING BREAK BLOWOUT. >
Student Pass to Universal Studios Florida. Regular
admission price $34.00 (plus tax). Present this coupon
with valid college I.D.

Universal Studios Florida is just an hour west of Daytona on 1 -4.
Take Exit 30B in Orlando.

6109344058014

*22.00 (plus tax) Spring Break rate valid through April 25,1993. Coupon valid for up to six people. This offer has
no cash value and is not valid with any other specials or discounts. Offer and entertainment subject to change
without notice. ©1993 Universal Studios Florida. All rights reserved.

Wax

By Julie Moore
Features Editor

I found something new; an
industrial band with talent and
a message to boot. Wonders
never cease to amaze me.
Low Pop Suicide has made
me reconsider my stance on
the monotonous melodies of
the industrial scene. Track af
ter track of On the Cross of
Commerce treats you to a heavy,
hypnotic-suffused sound simi
lar to that of Ministry and N ine
Inch Nails.
This is the first CD of this type that I have enjoyed every track.
“Kiss Your Lips” bores into your soul with its fuzzy, grinding guitar
and a rhythmic beat. A single electric guitar and straightforward
voice carries a disillusioned message in “It’s Easy.” The mesmer
izing musical elements of “All in Death is Sweet” transfixes the
listener in pure censorial ecstasy.
Looking at the credentials of the band it is no wonder I dug
them. Rick Boston, guitarist and singer, was with Hand of Fate.
Drummer Jeff Ward has worked with Revco and Ministry. Bassist
Dave Allen has worked in Gang of Four, Shriekback, Noise
Abroad and King Swamp. What a hub of talent.
This is a must-get CD.

My favorite by far,
Arcwelder captures the soul of
the pre-grunge days on Pull.
There was great rockin’ music
before the days of grunge for
those of you who don’t know or
possible don’t remember.
Hailing from Minneapolis
this band can jam. They take
theold Minneapolis, sound, add
a twist of sty le mixed with origi
nality, bring it up to date and
spit it back at you. This is one hell of a CD.
Track after track belts you with such intensity that the CD
won’t leave the stereo for days. Every time you spin it, you will find
something different and more appealing than the last. It’s like the
first time every time; it never seems to last long enough.
In a Husker Du reminiscent sound, tracks like “It’s a Wonder
ful Lie” and “Criminal” take you back, but “Truth,” “Raleigh” and
“You” slam you forward again. There isn’t a lousy song on the
whole thing.
I loved to be bowled over with the raw energy of unharnessed
electric guitars and drums which would give most people a
headache; Arcwelder does it well.
Arcwelder has filled my cup of musical ecstasy and it runneth
over.

Not really knowing what to
think, I have listened to Mule’s
first-foil length CD, Mule, over
and over, first with interest,
then skepticism and finally en
joyment.
It wasn’t that it was bad, it
was that it was incredibly odd.
Mule mixes a hillbilly sound
with the vomiting vibrations of
a hard-core spin-off. It’s just
plain weird.
The rasping strainings of the
gravel-voiced singer create a strange harmony with the pulsating
sound of the bass and drums laced with a grimy guitar.
Mule delivers its best on “Mississippi Breaks” which exempli
fies the strange union of the hillbilly strum with a touch of hard
core rhythm. There’s the knee-slapping “Now I Truly Under
stand” which, as others have said, sounds like a back porch
mountain j am session. But the general rough edge snaps you back
to reality like the heavy beat of “Sugar Cane Zuzu.”
The appeal of Mule lies in its unusual musical premise and its
ability to blast you into oblivion. This CD is not for the casual
alternative listener, it was made for the alternate junkie.

Groundhog Day,
every day
Fashion and politics come face to face
Ifyou like fashion shows here’s one for you with a twist. Not only
will your eyes be graced by the new design of Pastille, but you will
have the opportunity to lunch with Congresswomen Title Fowler
and Corrine Brown and support the Hubbard House which helps
victims of domestic violence. It’s the benefit which will kick off
Women’s History Month. Being held March 5 from noon to 2 p.m.
at the Omni Jacksonville Hotel. Call Myrtice Craig at the Hubbard
House for reservations or information at 354*3122.

Twentieth centuiy sounds
Ifyou enjoy the musically unusual then attend the UNF Percus
sion Ensemble. It is a total body experience. The Twentieth
Century Music uses windchimes, drums, conch shell and your
clapping hands and stomping feet. All these sounds will be artfully
blended together by the mastery ofCharlotte Mabrey’s conducting.
It is sponsored by UNF’s College of Arts and Sciences and the
Department of Music. So bring those idle appendages to the
Andrew A. Robinson Theatre March 23 at 8 p.m. and put them to
some lyrical use. Remember, it’s free.

The spring green concert
Do you love the outdoors, love live music and like to be around
a lot of people on a beautiful spring day? Well, if you bring your
bright smiling face to the Green on March 23 about 3 p.m. you just
may be able to live out such an experience. Jacob’s Ladder and Hoi
Polloi will be blasting out their own kind of sound for your listening
pleasure. It’s free and made possible for you by the Student Program
ing Board, the Campus Ministry, The Loop and FM 88.1 WNCM.

Bedtime stories for adults
Everyone loves a good bedtime story, so how about a whole
night of them but with a real-life adult twist. Alicia Quintano
delivers a strong personal message through her stories, which are
based mostly on her life experiences. Such topics as food, sex,
relationships and family are all subjects woven into the fabric of her
amusing tales. We can see, hear and laugh with Quintano March 20
in Bldg. 9 Auditorium at 8 p.m. A $4 donation is being requested.

Tracing the lines
Filling in the branches of your family tree can be fun and
exciting and incredibly difficult. March 7 from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. the
Museum of Science and History is conducting a workshop called
the ABC’s of Genealogy: A Multicultural Approach to Family
History. There will be special information to help African-Ameri
can and Jewish families trace their roots.

Visual stimulation
Over the break why not be culturally enlightened. There are
three art shows available for your viewing pleasure. The Gallery 88
at 500 TPC Blvd, in Ponte Vedra presents the Young Emerging
Artists Exhibit. It displays the newest styles and creations; it’s art on
the edge. At FCCJ’s South Campus Gallery the works of Georgina
Holt and BJ Adams are on display. And finally, here at our very own
gallery, the best work of the seniors will be on display. Take your
pick and get some visual stimulation.

Entrance to the underground
Check out the show at The Edge March 16 when they welcome
House of Pain with special guest Rage Against the Machine.
Tickets are $ 10 in advance and $ 12 the day of the show. Doors open
at 7 p.m. and the show starts at 8 p.m. Don’t forget to check out
“Surge Wednesdays” at The Edge featuring reduced admission with
a college ID and nickel beer from 9 p.m. until 11 p.m.

Three and a half Ospreys out of four
By Cliff Mika

With the popularity of com
edies that rely on slapstick and
one-liners, it seems that Holly
wood is unable to make - or
movie viewers unwilling to see a movie with a strong theme.
Ground Hog Day, however,
is refreshingly different. The
movie is similar to Pretty Woman
in that it is a movie which relies
on clean humor for its gags. A
movie that any person can en
joy.
Its theme deals with human
nature. Its approach is similar to
the question: What would you
do with a million dollars?
Quickly answered by many is
what they would buy or could
get: luxury cars, sex, even power
and influence.
On second consideration, a
person may look to improving
the condition of others or bet
tering themselves.
This is the thought process
Murray’s character goes through.
Murray plays a self-centered
weatherman who
visits
Puxatawney Pa., site of the
weather ground hog Puxatawney
Phil. Much like the rodent who
lives the same day through thè
same ceremony once a year,
Murray gets the singular chance
to live one day the same day
again and again ad nauseum.
His producer is Rita Hanson
(Andie MacDowell) whose
character plays a sweet, kind foil

Andie MacDowell looks incredulously at Bill Murray as he rolls off
a one-liner in the movie Groundhog Day by Columbia Pictures.
Chris Elliott finds amusement in the banter.

to the self-centered weatherman.
In his attempt to court
MacDowell, which he has the
benefit of trying over and over
again, he learns something about
the meaning of life and a striv
ing for perfection.
This is what Phil Connors
(Bill Murray) goes through in
perfecting his day. Sure, much
of the humor comes from oneliners, but Murray delivers with
timing found in the best come
dian actors. But Murray’s deliv
ery enables him to portray an
arrogant person with sarcasm
into a witty person that puts
others at ease.
The movie does have its pir-

MARCH 4
Ash Elder at Pitchers

falls. It overplays the theme
somewhat melodramatically, but
it is saved by the humor.
MacDowell gives a good per
formance, but essentially the
character remains flat and a little
lacking.
Chris Elliot takes a step up
ward from David Letterman
fame and his horrible sitcom on
Fox and gives a performance that
is adequate.
Overall the movie is very
good and it leaves the viewer
with a feeling that everyday is
Ground Hog Day, and a person
can keep trying to get this game
of life right day by day.

GRE

MARCH5
Fenwick at Dockside
King Missile & Monks ofDoom at
Milk Bar
Lazy Eye at Pitchers
THC & Grady Lou Sc Cronos at
RPM’s
Ash St Elder at Fusion Cafe

MCAT

CAREER
TESTING
WHER

•UR HEAD?
&

MARCH 6
Clockhouse at Dockside
Spider Monkey at Pitchers : <
THC & Grady Lou & Vesicant at
RPM’s

li

I

YOU HAVE-TWO CHOICES:

O Keep your head in the sand
O Take your head to our new courses, the courses that
guarantee you'll be happy

call: KAPLAN 731-5500

MARCH 10
Lysergic Garage Party at Milk Bar

l Wan I To Go to My Dream School

BI

PIcmm; send me mon iuformaliuo on the following exauu:

MARCH 12
Common Thread at Pitchers
Piewacktt at Fusion Cafe

MARCH 13 ' f

' Ray Ray at Dockside
101 Damnations at Pitchers

□ PSAT □ SAT □ ACT □ MCAT □ GM AT □ GRE U LSAT
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Mail to;

Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center, LTD
4327 University Boulevard South
JacKsonville, Rorida 32216
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